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I. Introduction
Questions concerning the FCC's (or the "Commission") regulatory
treatment of the Internet have been the subject of robust debate for the past
several years.' In 2014, the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit struck down common-carrier like network neutrality
rules in the FCC's 2010 Open Internet Order2 because the Commission still
* Ph.D Candidate, Department of Media and Information, Michigan State University; J.D.,
Michigan State University College of Law. Before returning to grad school, Kendall worked for
several years as a network engineer, with primary technical responsibility for dial, broadband, and
data center networks.
1. See, e.g., James B. Speta, The Shaky Foundations of the Regulated Internet, 8 J. ON
TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 101 (2009).
2. Preserving the Open Internet: Broadband Industry Practices, Report and Order, 25 FCC
Rcd. 17,905 (2010) [hereinafter Open Internet Order).
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classified Internet access as an information service rather than a
telecommunications service. In response, and after a vigorous public debate,
the Commission recently reversed its classification and grounded the
network neutrality rules firmly in Title II of the Telecommunications Act.4
While the reclassification represents a significant departure from how
the Commission has regulated the Internet over the last two decades, it was
unavoidable. The Internet is not just a telecommunications network-it has
become the telecommunications network. The Internet is, at its most basic
level, a massive, globally addressable, and connectionless packet-switched
network, upon which a large number of different applications and services
are built. None of these properties, however, are relevant to the legal
question of whether the Internet can be regulated differently than other
packet-switched networks. Those lines were drawn in the Computer
Inquiries and formalized in the Telecommunications Act of 1996.s
The regulatory fiction that the Internet is itself an information service
led to policies with internal contradictions and absurd results. For example,
interconnected Voice over Internet Protocol ("VolP")6 is classified as a
telecommunications service' because it does not inherently involve
information service processing. VoP by definition, however, uses the
Internet Protocol ("IP") for transport. Internet Protocol networks either
involve processes constituting an information service, or they do not-they
cannot simultaneously do both. The Internet is slowly replacing the Public
3. Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623, 628 (D.C. Cir. 2014); 47 U.S.C. § 153(20) (2011);
Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet over Wireline Facilities, Report and
Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Red. 14853 (2005) [hereinafter Wireline
Broadband Order].
4. See Protecting and Promoting the Open Internet, Report and Order on Remand,
Declaratory Ruling, and Order, GN Docket No. 14-28, 2015 WL 1120110, at *85 (Mar. 12,
2015) [hereinafter Open Internet Order on Remand] ("Taking the Verizon decision's implicit
invitation, we revisit the Commission's classification of the retail broadband Internet access
service and ... conclude that retail broadband Internet access service is best understood today as
an offering of a 'telecommunications service."'); id. at *3 (noting that nearly 4 million comments
were submitted); id. at *92 ("[W]e reconsider the Commission's prior decisions . . . and conclude
that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service subject to our regulatory
authority under Title II of the Communications Act.").
5. Nat'l Cable Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545 U.S. 967, 992 (2005).
6. Many applications transmit voice communication over the Internet, e.g., online games
and videoconferencing software. Interconnected VolP allows users to place and receive calls
from the Public Switched Telephone Network (the "PSTN"). See Johannes M. Bauer & Kendall
Koning, Internet Telephony, in THE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY (Mansell et al. eds., 2015).
7. Petition for Declaratory Ruling that AT&T's Phone-to-Phone IP Telephony Services are
Exempt from Access Charges, 19 FCC Rcd. 7457 (2004).
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Switched Telephone Network ("PSTN")-a transition that will eventually
result in the shutdown of the latter.8
The conventional wisdom is that, while the Commission could
reclassify broadband Internet access as a telecommunications service, it
was not required to do so because the information service classification had
been upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in Brand X.9 This article argues
that the conventional wisdom is mistaken. Brand X was a dispute over
what was then known as "Cable Open Access," where independent Internet
service providers ("ISPs") sought access to last-mile broadband cable
modem facilities so they could sell their own Internet access service to
consumers. In contrast, current debates over network neutrality and the
open Internet relate to the end-to-end IP service used to transmit content
and application data between users and application providers. In this latter
context, the transparency of the network to user data is a central
architectural principle of the IP.10  Any network engineer can easily
demonstrate, as this article does in Part III.B below, that the Internet
provides a transparent transmission path where user data sent across the
network is received bit-for-bit without modification. By Brand X's own
logic, this network transparency means that the information service
classification for Internet access would not pass the first step of Chevron
analysis.1
Nevertheless, Internet access has historically been classified as an
information service. While inconsistent with the way the Internet actually
works, it is understandable. ISPs' most visible predecessors, particularly at
the national level, were online services, such as CompuServe and America
Online. Those services were originally structured as server-side applications,
where a customer's communications with third parties were mediated by
the type of information storage and computer processing that fall within the
definition of information services.12 After the tremendous growth of IP
based applications like the World Wide Web, however, it was only a few
short years before these online services gave way to direct Internet
connections and the end-to-end network model.
8. See generally Comment Sought on Transition from Circuit-Switched Network to All-IP
Network, Public Notice, 24 FCC Rcd. 14,272, 14,272-73 (2009).
9. 545 U.S. at 1001-03.
10. See The Information Sci. Inst., RFC 791, Internet Protocol, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK
FORCE (1981) [hereinafter RFC 791], http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc791 ("The internet protocol is
specifically limited in scope to provide the functions necessary to deliver a package of bits (an
internet datagram) from a source to a destination over an interconnected system of networks.").
11. See infra Part V; see also Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 467 U.S.
837 (1984).
12. See infra Part IV.A.
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Part II of this article examines the Commission's classification of
packet-switched networks leading up to the 1996 Act, from AT&T's Bell
Packet Switching Service through Frame Relay, with a focus on the
classification of protocol processing in Computer III. Part III describes in
detail the IP and the processing involved in operating these networks,
including a comprehensive comparison of an actual IP packet as sent and
received. Part IV describes the online services that were the ISPs'
immediate commercial predecessors, and distinguishes these services from
later, Internet-based applications with similar functionality. Part V contains
a detailed analysis of BrandX Finally, this article concludes by suggesting
that, when making substantive policy choice, the FCC should take into
consideration the way networks actually work.
II. Packet-Switched Networks Are Telecommunications Services
A packet-switched network "divides the input flow of information into
small segments, or packets, of data which move through the network in a
manner similar to the handling of mail but at immensely higher speeds."l3
,014These sequences are also called "frames" or "diagrams. When
supporting computer applications, communication through a packet-
switched network has several important technical advantages over
communication using circuit-switched connections. For instance, users can
simultaneously have a large number of virtual connections open to different
destinations without the network itself even being aware of them.'5 Packet-
switched networks allow a much more efficient use of available
transmission resources given the typical "bursty" demand pattern of
computer applications.16
Early packet networks benefited from the ability to use existing
telecommunication services as the underlying transport," as opposed to
building specia purpose facilities. This advantage vastly lowered barriers
to entry, and allowed a highly competitive and innovative market to
13. Lawrence G. Roberts, The Evolution of Packet Switching, 66 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
IEEE 1307 (1978).
14. See DOUGLAS E. COMER, INTERNETWORKING WITH TCP/IP 22 (5th ed. 2006) ("The
term frame derives from communication over serial lines in which the sender "frames" the data
by adding special characters before and after the transmitted data."); see also ANDREW S.
TANENBAUM, COMPUTER NETWORKS 346 (4th ed. 2003) (explaining that, in the context of
connectionless networks, "packets are frequently called datagrams").
15. See, e.g., Information Sci. Inst., RFC 793, Transmission Control Program, THE
INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1981) [hereinafter RFC 793], https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc793.
16. NADER F. MIR, COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 4 (2007); TAREK N.
SAADAWI ET AL., FUNDAMENTALS OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS 10 (1994).
17. Dave Clark et al., Overlay Networks and the Future of the Internet, 63 COMM. &
STRATEGIES 109, 120 (2006).
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develop for both computer networks and network applications. Many of
these early applications were pioneered by a set of firms dubbed Value
Added Networks ("VANs").'8 However, this dependence on the existing
telecommunications network left VANs vulnerable to a variety of anti-
competitive strategies available to incumbent carriers. The resulting
conflicts were a central theme of the decades-long and wide-ranging
Computer Inquiries, most of which have been covered extensively by
existing literature.1 9
This part of the article focuses specifically on the regulatory treatment
of packet-switched networks and the conditions under which they were
considered basic services. It starts with the regulatory history of AT&T's
Basic Packet Switching Service, which was specifically designed to
comply with the Commission's rules from Computer II.20 It then offers a
detailed description and analysis of the Commission's last-and most
detailed--discussion on the classification of protocol processing before the
passage of the 1996 Act in Computer III, and how these rules were applied
in the case of frame relay. Finally, it describes the relationship between the
regulatory history and the definitions of information and telecommunications
services in the 1996 Act.
A. Computer H and The Basic Packet-Switching Service
In the Computer Inquiries, the FCC aimed to create a distinction
between fundamental, basic services-that is, services that are necessarily
18. Robert Cannon, The Legacy of the Federal Communications Commission's Computer
Inquiries, 55 FED. COMM. L.J. 167, 168 (2003). In addition to packet switching, VANs offerings
included:
store and retrieve systems (89); mailbox service (71); protocol conversion
between incompatible computers and terminals (71); customers' data bases
(54); deferred transmission (50); user management packages (46); view data
(49); word processor and facsimile interfacing (40); multiaddressing routing
(49); and speed and code conversion between incompatible terminals (43).
Other VANs include[d] automatic ticket reservation, conference calls, long-
term archiving, secure delivery services, telesoftware, retrieval, and text
editing.
Eli M. Noam, International Telecommunications in Transition, in CHANGING THE RULES 257-97
(1989).
19. See, e.g., Cannon, supra note 18.
20. See Application of American Telephone and Telegraph Company for Authority to
Install and Operate Packet Switches at Specified Telephone Company Locations in the United
States, Memorandum of Opinion, Order, and Authorization, 94 F.C.C.2d 48, 48 (1983)
[hereinafter BPSS Approval] ("The application was later withdrawn so that the service could be
re-developed into separated basic and enhanced offerings according to the guidelines established
in our Second Computer Inquiry.").
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part of telecommunications networks and therefore should be subject to the
associated regime of common carrier regulation-and enhanced services,
which could be provided separately by competitive firms and therefore
21should be unregulated and left to the free market. One of the fundamental
difficulties of this approach was establishing the exact boundaries between
the basic and enhanced services categories. The classification of a
particular type of service as "basic" meant that the Commission's solutions
to the cross-subsidization and bottleneck facilities problems would not
apply. If an incumbent local exchange carrier ("ILEC") offered the service,
its existing competitive market would be threatened. If offered by a VAN,
it was unclear whether the Commission's preemption authority was
sufficient to protect VANs from unnecessary and burdensome regulation at
the state level.22 On the other hand, classifying an ILEC's service as
enhanced meant losing efficiencies that could otherwise result from tighter
integration with its regulated activities.
Immediately after the Commission made the distinction between basic
and enhanced services, it faced a dispute over AT&T's offering of an X.25
packet-switched network called the Bell Packet Switching Service
("BPSS"). 23 If the Commission classified BPSS as a basic service, then
AT&T could offer it directly rather than through an enhanced services
affiliate. Because this classification involved the risk of cross-
subsidization and the possibility of discriminatory prices for necessary
facilities, it meant that the existing competitive VAN market for this
service would be threatened.
However, there were substantial efficiencies from locating packet
switches alongside AT&T's existing network infrastructure. It eliminated
the need to extend the connection from the end-user premise to the VAN
packet switch using inefficient circuit-based transmission. Unfortunately,
AT&T had initially proposed a rate structure that exaggerated this
21. See Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations (Second
Computer Inquiry), 77 F.C.C.2d 384, 387 (1980) [hereinafter Computer Il] ("We find that basic
service is limited to the common carrier offering of transmission capacity for the movement of
information, whereas enhanced service combines basic service with computer processing
applications that act on the format, content, code, protocol, or similar aspects of the subscriber's
transmitted information, or provide the subscriber additional, different, or restructured
information, or involve subscriber interaction with stored information."); see also Cannon, supra
note 18, at 183-87.
22. See Amendment of Sections 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations (Third
Computer Inquiry), Phase II Report and Order, 2 FCC Rcd. 3072, 3081 (1987) [hereinafter
Computer III Phase II Order] ("Even if we were to forebear from regulation at the federal level
under the principles of Competitive Carrier, a VAN could be subject to state regulation, and our
preemption authority in this area is not clear.").
23. AT&T Tariff FCC No. 270 Rates and Regulations for Bell Packet Switching Service, 91
F.C.C.2d 1, 6-7 (1982) [hereinafter BPSS Rejection].
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efficiency for anti-competitive ends-business customers would pay only
$180 per month for a 56Kbps DDS connection to a BPSS packet switch,
but $908 per month for the same connection to a VAN's packet switch.2 4
Theoretically, VANs could have continued to offer their customers the
same application services by using the BPSS network, but the lack of
standardization at the time made that prospect questionable.25
While BPSS had originally been designed to be part of AT&T's own
VAN-like service, the company had separated out the "basic transport and
switching functions," planning to offer them "as a separate service, to be
available to any customer requiring packet switching,"26 and renamed the
offering the Basic Packet Switching Service.27 In other words, BPSS was
specifically designed to comply with the Computer II definition of a basic
service. Once AT&T had addressed its other concerns, the Commission
turned to the functionality provided by BPSS. The Commission rejected
the VANs' argument that the use of computer processing merely to switch
and reliably transport packets between user endpoints constituted an
enhanced service. Rather, it accepted AT&T's argument that "protocol and
software functions used by BPSS merely operate to assure the correct
delivery of information . . . [and] that BPSS will not use computer
processing actions to act on the format, content, code, protocol, or similar
aspects of the subscriber's transmitted information."28 The Commission
then concluded that BPSS was properly classified as a basic service and
approved its deployment.29
That the Commission classified the BPSS packet-switched network as
a basic service should not have come as a surprise. In fact, when making
the basic/enhanced istinction in Computer II, the Commission specifically
mentioned packet switching as a basic service. It stated that "[usage]
internal to the carrier's facility of companding techniques, bandwidth
compression techniques, circuit switching, message or packet switching,
error control techniques, etc., that facilitate[] economical, reliable
movement of information do[] not alter the nature of the basic service."30
BPSS was the first example of a basic packet-switched network, but it was
not the last.
24. See id. at 16 ("It is these kinds of rate imbalances that our prohibition against allowing
AT&T to share physical space with its enhanced subsidiary was designed to prevent.").
25. See id. at 9 ("Petitioners say that because BPSS is so highly customized for XYZ, Inc.,
none of its competitors will be able to use the service.").
26. Id. at 5.
27. See BPSS Approval, supra note 20, at 49 ("AT&T identifies the offering as the Basic
Packet Switching Service (BPSS).").
28. BPSS Rejection, supra note 23, at 7.
29. BPSS Approval, supra note 20, at 67.
30. Computer II, supra note 21, at 420 (emphasis added).
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B. Computer III and Basic Protocol Processing
As the Commission's experience with the BPSS litigation
demonstrated, its definition of "enhanced services" was ambiguous.
Specifically, the Commission said that "computer processing applications
that act on the format, content, code, protocol, or similar aspects of the
subscriber's transmitted information" constitute enhanced services.3 1 The
problem with this definition is that users need to interact with the network
in order to tell it where to send information, and the network takes action
based on that user-provided information when it delivers the packet to its
intended destination. This type of protocol processing is inescapable in any
kind of switched network, even the PSTN.
The Commission provided significant clarification on the status of
protocol processing in Computer III Phase H.32 Protocol processing is "a
generic term that denotes the use of a computer or computer-like device to
process the protocol-related symbols appearing either in a subscriber's
transmission or generated within the network for the purpose of intra-
network data transport."3 3 This definition is very broad because it includes
not just computer applications but such network functions as generating
dial tone,34 regenerating digital signals across extended backbone links,
circuit and packet switching,36 and protocol conversion.37 These functions
are fundamental to the operation of any telecommunications network.
Unfortunately, the Commission's own summary of that order, which stated
protocol processing had always been and would continue to be considered
31. Id at 387 (emphasis added).
32. See Computer III Phase II Order, supra note 22, at 3081 ("We do not revise the
language of the rule, but we affirm the interpretation of the present rule the proposed changes
were intended to codify.").
33. Amendment of Sections 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations (Third
Computer Inquiry), Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 1986 WL 291966, at *6
(1986).
34. See id. ("An elementary form of protocol processing takes place when, in response to an
off-hook signal from a subscriber's telephone, a dial tone sent from the end office informs the
subscriber that the network is ready to accept address digits.").
35. See id at *7 ("Computer processing applications that act upon the information symbols
of a subscriber's message must be performed . . . to provide the pulse regeneration and error
detection and correction necessary to maintain transmission quality with the express purpose of
not changing information content.").
36. See id at *6 ("In a packet switched network, for example, protocol processing takes
place continuously during the end-to-end transmission, while in an analog circuit-switched
system, protocol processing does not occur after a connection has been established.").
37. See id ("We consider 'protocol conversion' to be a subset of 'protocol processing.'
Protocol conversion is the specific type of protocol processing that is employed to permit
communications between terminals or networks that observe disparate protocols.").
38. See id ("In both analog and digital networks, protocols must be established and protocol
processing must take place.").
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an enhanced service,39 oversimplifies. If any protocol processing were
sufficient to render a service enhanced, basic telecommunications networks
would effectively cease to exist. To prevent this result, the Commission
exempted three types of protocol processing, classifying them as
components of a basic service.
1. Operation of the Network Itself
The first category is any protocol processing in the context of a user's
interaction with the operation of the network itself, including connection
setup and termination, routing, addressing, billing, and accounting.40 While
interaction most obviously includes PSTN dialing, it "is general and applies
whether data calls are routed over a circuit switched network or a packet
network."4 1  Analogous functionality in a more modem context would
include routing based on Data Link Connection Identifiers ("DLCIs") in a
frame relay network, setting up switched virtual circuits ("SVCs") on
Frame Relay and Asynchronous Transfer Mode ("ATM") networks, Point-
to-Point Protocol over Ethernet ("PPPoE") and Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol ("DHCP") connection setup on DSL and cable
modem networks, and the connectionless routing and switching of Ethernet
and IP networks.
In addition to allowing users to specify the intended destination of their
communications, this category also includes communication with provider
network equipment relevant to other transmission characteristics, such as
error detection and traffic prioritization. While the Commission has only
ruled on this issue directly in the context of frame relay,42 the principle is
applicable to other Quality of Service ("QoS") protocols, such as Diffserv,
which perform analogous functions in the IP context.
2. Evolution ofPublic Networks
The second category includes protocol conversion within the network
necessary to interconnect two basic services." This exception is necessary
because the entire world does not simultaneously adopt and deploy new
39. Computer III Phase II Order, supra note 22, at 3073 ("[W]e conclude that protocol
processing should remain an unregulated enhanced service.").
40. Id. at 3081.
41. Id.
42. Petition for Declaratory Ruling That AT&T's InterSpan Frame Relay Service Is a Basic
Service, 10 FCC Rcd. 13,717, 13,721-22 (1995) [hereinafter Frame Relay Order]; see also id. at
13,721 ("The use of such a feature to facilitate the economical, reliable movement of information
in this manner does not alter the nature of the basic service.").
43. S. Blake et al., RFC 2475, An Architecture for Differentiated Service, THE INTERNET
ENG'G TASK FORCE (1998), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2475.
44. Computer III Phase II Order, supra note 22, at 3082.
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technologies overnight. To maintain universal connectivity, compatibility
with existing networks must be maintained.4 5 For example, this exception
would include "applications such as a carrier-provided end office analog to
digital conversion that permits an analog terminal to be accommodated by a
network that is evolving to digital status."46 Without this exception, even
the legacy telephone system would largely fall under the enhanced
category-any call between a residential wireline telephone and a modern
business VolP service or a cellular network necessarily involves a
conversion between the different protocols used with these technologies.
On the surface, this exception appears to conflict with the
Commission's treatment of protocol conversion "employed to permit
communications between terminals or networks that observe disparate
protocols"47 as an enhanced service. For instance, when AT&T first
introduced its InterSpan frame relay service, it was not permitted to bundle
CPE capable of the protocol conversion necessary for existing networks to
use the new service directly.48
But these two scenarios are different in two salient respects, which help
explain the difference in regulatory treatment. First, unlike the protocol
conversions between, for example, POTS and GSM-which take place
deep within the network-protocol conversions that take place at the
customer premise are specific to, and feasibly performed by, that specific
customer through competitive markets for equipment and related services.
Second, the PSTN is a public network in the sense that universal
interconnectivity between any two end users is expected. In contrast, frame
relay networks were typically used for interconnecting private computer
networks in a small number of fixed locations.49 The protocols used in this
second situation are therefore within the control of a single firm. In
contrast, this category of basic protocol processing is necessary to allow
innovation in public telecommunications networks because technological
change on the scale of public networks takes place over a substantial period
of time in which universal connectivity between any two end users must be
maintained.
3. Internetworking
The third category of basic protocol processing includes
internetworking performed by a network in the process of providing a basic
service. An early example of this type of processing can be found in the
45. Id
46. Id
47. Id. at 3074.
48. Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,718.
49. One example is to connect a firm's branch offices to a headquarters location.
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X.25/X.75 conversions necessary to interconnect two X.25 networks. In
this situation, packets received from a customer in the X.25 format were
converted into the X.75 format for transport between the two networks, and
then converted back to X.25 before being delivered to the destination
network. Such a protocol conversion is "treated as facilitating a basic X.25
service, rather than enhanced protocol conversion."50  Similarly, Frame
Relay DLCI (and ATM VPI/VCI) identifiers change as frames (or cells)
transit the network because the specific identifiers used must uniquely
identify a virtual circuit on each physical link.51 Such "conversions tak[e]
place solely within the network [and] result in no net conversion between
users ... [but] merely facilitate the provision of an overall basic service."52
More commonly today, internetworking protocol processing of this sort
does not perform a conversion between disparate protocols, but rather an
encapsulation of those protocols by others, following the ubiquitous layers
principle that is the foundation of modem internetworking technology.53
For example, the Ethernet protocol allows connected computers to send
each other frames containing up to 1500 bytes of user-specified data.5 4
Devices use this functionality to send each other IP packets-simply
copying the IP header and data into the user payload field and marking the
Ethernet packet with a code indicating it contains an IP packet. The only
additional processing that Ethernet performs on this data is the calculation
of an error detection code that allows receivers to verify that the data
received exactly matches the data that was transmitted.56 The IP follows
this same pattern.
50. Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,719.
51. See id. at 13,721 ("Moreover, changes to the header information such as the location
code, are in some instances responsible for the carriage of the customer's data through the
network to the proper termination point and, hence, are part of a basic transmission service.").
52. Id. at 13,719.
53. E.g., COMER, supra note 14, at 163-66; UYLESS BLACK, INTERNET ARCHITECTURE
350-59 (2000); TANENBAUM, supra note 14, at 26-30 (4th ed. 2003); ADRIAN FARREL, THE
INTERNET AND ITS PROTOCOLS 9 (2004).
54. TANENBAUM, supra note 14, at 271-91.
55. See Charles Hornig, RFC 894, A Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over
Ethernet Networks, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1984), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc894
("IP datagrams are transmitted in standard Ethernet Frames. The type field of the Ethernet frame
must contain the value hexadecimal 0800. The data field contains the IP header followed
immediately by the IP data.").
56. COMER, supra note 14, at 22; see also BLACK, supra note 53, at 99; TANENBAUM,
supra note 14, at 278; FARREL, supra note 53, at 12.
57. See infra Part III.B.
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C. The Classification of Frame Relay
Unlike with BPSS, the development of frame relay and the conflict
over its classification took place after the Commission had relaxed
structural separation requirements in Computer III.58 This meant that
AT&T found itself on the other side of the classification issue, arguing that
its Interspan frame relay network was an enhanced service because it: (1)
made changes to protocol header information as frames crossed the
network; and (2) discarded frames when they were corrupt or the network
was congested.59 The Commission, however, disagreed. It again reiterated
its classification in Computer III of three types of protocol processing as
components of a basic service,60 and found that the protocol processing that
took place in the frame relay network was "designed to facilitate the overall
transparency and efficiency of the frame relay service."6 1 The Commission
therefore classified frame relay networks as basic services, and required
AT&T to offer them on an unbundled basis.62
Because the purpose and effect of the protocol processing that takes
place in frame relay networks was relevant to its classification, it is
important to understand what actually goes on behind the scenes in these
networks. Like other packet-switched networks, frame relay operates on
relatively short sequences of binary infornation. While the bulk of these
sequences are user-specified information to be transported across the
network verbatim,63 a portion is reserved for protocol header64 information,
which is used by the network in the process of transporting the packet to its
intended destination.
In a frame relay network, switches sometimes make changes to a
frame's header as it traverses the network. One of these changes is in the
Data Link Connection Identifier ("DLCI"), a 10-bit number that uniquely
identifies frames as belonging to a specific virtual circuit.65 These numbers
are assigned on a per-backbone-link basis and are not globally unique, so
the frame's DLCI might need to be changed to avoid being confused with
58. Cannon, supra note 18, at 202.
59. Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,721.
60. Id at 13,719.
61. Id. at 13,721.
62. Id at 13,717.
63. See id at 13,718 ("Frame relay is a . . . packet-switching technology used to
communicate digital data."); see also supra note 51 and accompanying test.
64. So called because it is usually placed at the very beginning, or head, of the packet,
frame, or datagram.
65. See, e.g., WILLIAM STALLINGS, COMPUTER NETWORKING WITH INTERNET PROTOCOLS
AND TECHNOLOGY 447-51 (2004).
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frames from a different virtual circuit.66 Thus, the function and purpose of
the DLCI, and the network's processing and transformation thereof, is to
facilitate the transmission of the user's payload data to the correct location.67
Another change is that the network might set the discard eligibility
("DE") flag from zero to one, indicating that a frame can be dropped if the
network becomes congested. This change takes place when the user sends
frames faster than the agreed-upon committed information rate ("CIR"). 6 8
The network will also drop a packet when the frame check sequence
("FCS") field indicates that there is an error in the frame's transmission and
set certain bits to inform the user that the network is experiencing
congestion.69  The Commission classified frame relay as a basic service
because the purpose of the protocol information and its procession is the
operation of the network itself.70
D. The Computer Inquiries and the 1996 Act
The regulatory treatment of protocol processing in the Computer
Inquiries is important because the definitions of "telecommunications" and
"information services" in the 1996 Act are based on the Commission's
distinction between basic and enhanced services.7 1 The definition of a
telecommunications service as the transmission of information "without
change in the form or content of the information as sent and received"72
parallels the Commission's focus on the transparency of the network to
user information.73 Similarly, the definition of information services
66. See id at 451 ("Each end of the logical connection assigns its own DLCI from a pool of
locally unused numbers, and the network must map from one to the other.").
67. Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,721.
68. Id at 13,718; STALLINGS, supra note 65, at 450.
69. Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,718; STALLINGS, supra note 65, at 450-51.
70. See Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, 13,719 ("The use of packet switching and error
control techniques . . . do not alter the nature of the basic service.").
71. See, e.g., Nat'l Cable & Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545 U.S. 967,
996 (2005) ("The Act's definitions, however, parallel the definitions of enhanced and basic
service."); id. at 1011 (Scalia, J. dissenting); Kevin D. Werbach, Off the Hook, 95 CORNELL L.
REV. 535, 542 (2010) ("The telecommunications/information services distinction, added in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, codified an earlier FCC developed division between basic and
enhanced services."); Susan P. Crawford, Transporting Communications, 89 B.U. L. REV. 871,
896-97 (2009); Cannon, supra note 18, at 191 ("The Commission concluded that Congress
codified the basic versus enhanced dichotomy using the new terms of "telecommunications" and
"information services."); Jonathan Weinberg, The Internet and "Telecommunication Services, "
Universal Service Mechanisms, Access Charges, and Other Flotsam of the Regulatory System, 16
YALE J. ON REG. 211, 222 (1999); Leonard J. Kennedy & Lori A. Zallaps, IfIt Ain't Broke ..
The FCC and Internet Regulation, 7 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 17, 24 (1999).
72. 47 U.S.C. § 153(50) (2011).
73. See Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,721 ("Ultimately the data on the receiving
end is the same as what is transmitted."); see also supra note 21 and accompanying text.
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excludes processing used "for the management, control, or operation of a
telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications
service."74 This statutory language restates the types of protocol processing
that the Commission had classified as components of basic service in
Computer III. Thus, access to a packet-switched network is not transformed
from a telecommunications service to an information service simply
because the technology and processing used for operating or managing that
network has improved.
III. The Internet Is a Packet Switched Network
What exactly is the Internet? Popular notions vary, and, for those
without some understanding of how the technology works, the Internet is
easily confused with the plethora of applications and services available
through it.75 The Commission has defined the Internet as "a global, packet
switched network that enables interconnection between networks using the
Internet Protocol."7 While this is true, it is only part of the story. The IP
is not used just for interconnecting existing provider networks-it extends
all the way to the end users of these networks. Put differently, end-user
devices utilize the Internet as a packet-switched network directly-unless
blocked by a firewall or similar device, every Internet-connected computer
can send messages to every other Internet-connected computer in the same
native IP format.77  More technically, the Internet is the packet-switched
network that receives IP formatted packets from connected users and
delivers them, immediately and unmodified, to the destination specified by
the user in the corresponding field of the IP packet header.
The genius of the IP, and the reason for its success, is that it enforces
standardization only at a single, abstract network layer. This allows
considerable flexibility in the lower transport layers and provides a
74. 47 U.S.C. § 153(24).
75. See Lawrence B. Solum & Minn Chung, The Layers Principle: Internet Architecture
and the Law, 79 NOTRE DAME L. REv. 815, 829 (2004) ("This is because most contemporary
Internet users are only aware of [the World Wide Web], an application that is so ubiquitous that it
can be confused with the Internet itself.").
76. Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet over Wireline Facilities,
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 17 FCC Rcd. 3019, 3028 (2002) [hereinafter Wireline
Broadband NPRM.
77. In fact, one of the major challenges faced by network planners and engineers is that so
many computers are connected in this way that the ~232 unique network addresses allowed by the
protocol are rapidly becoming exhausted.
78. See, e.g., RFC 791, supra note 10, § 3.1, at 11. The destination address is specified as
bits 128 through 139 of the Internet Protocol header, and is typically written as, for example,
172.16.1.1.
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consistent and transparent interface to higher application layers.79 Thus, an
IP network can be built using any physical layer technologyso so long as
that technology can accurately deliver IP packets to the next switch in the
network. The advantage of this approach is that it allows the creation of a
large, interconnected network using existing networks as transport. This
flexibility greatly reduced adoption costs, which was crucial to initial
adoption.
A. Protocol Processing in Internet Protocol Networks
The Internet Engineering Task Force ("IETF") defines the
specifications for the operation of the IP.81  IP networks operate by
repeatedly forwarding sequences of binary information, similar to frame
relay, X.25, Ethernet, and all other packet-switched networks. As with
these other protocols, a small portion of the sequences is reserved for
protocol information that tells the network how and where to send that
sequence, while the remainder is passed through the network unmodified.
The IP's design, in fact, was "specifically limited in scope to provide the
functions necessary to deliver a package of bits (an internet datagram) from
a source to a destination over an interconnected system of networks."82
In this fundamental sense, frame relay and the IP accomplish the same
thing. The basic difference is that the IP does not share frame relay's
concept of virtual circuits.83 Before packets can be sent through a frame
relay network, that network's switches need to arrange a pre-set path
through the network that is unique for each pair of users.84 These switches
then forward frames based on a table that associates an identifier in the
frame's header with the corresponding virtual circuit. The IP does not have
this connection set-up stage, and packets are associated with a globally
unique source and destination address instead of a pre-existing virtual
circuit. Each IP packet switch decides how to forward a packet based on
79. RFC 791, supra note 10; James B. Speta, A Common Carrier Approach to Internet
Interconnection, 54 FED. COMM. L.J. 225, 247 (2002).
80. Typically, this is another network-for example, Ethernet-but a wide variety of means
can be used. See, e.g., D. Waitzman, RFC 2549, IP over Avian Carriers with Quality of Service,
THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1999), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2549.
81. RFC 791, supra note 10; see also The Tao of IETF: A Novice's Guide to the Internet
Engineering Task Force, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (Paul Hoffman ed., 2011),
http://www.ietf.org/tao.html ("The IETF is a loosely self-organized group of people ... engaged
in the development of new Internet standard specifications.").
82. RFC 791,supra note 10, § 1.2, at 1.
83. See id. § 1.4, at 2 ("The Internet protocol treats each internet datagram as an
independent entity unrelated to any other internet datagram. There are no connections or logical
circuits (virtual or otherwise).").
84. This process is similar to establishing a call in analog telephone networks, but the
typical pattern in frame relay networks was to establish permanent virtual circuits.
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this globally unique destination address independently.8 ' To accomplish
this, switches in IP networks exchange information on network structure
using a variety of routing protocols. Instead of relying on the network to
establish connections, Internet users use the Transmission Control Protocol
("TCP") to simulate connections over this connectionless network.
In effect, the IP moves the protocol processing related to connection
management out of the network itself and into users' devices at the network
edge. This approach has significant advantages for a variety of
applications.8 Because of this difference, the protocol processing in IP
networks is necessarily different than the protocol processing in frame
relay networks, just as the protocol processing in frame relay networks is
necessarily different than the protocol processing in X.25 networks. These
differences do not, however, necessarily imply that the protocol processing
in IP networks has a fundamentally different character. The "factual
particulars of how Internet technology works"89 must still be evaluated.
Even though the differences between frame relay and the IP are
significant, the purpose and effect of IP processing described above is still
to transmit user-specified information (the IP packet) between two points
(the source and destination address) chosen by the user (in the IP header
sent to the ISP) and, therefore, meets the statutory definition of a
telecommunications service.90 Because this processing takes place "for the
management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system," it
cannot be an information service.9'
In general, an IP packet is forwarded across the network exactly as it
was sent.92 One exception to this general rule relates to a number in the
85. See COMER, supra note 14, at 93-99.
86. See, e.g., FARREL, supra note 53, at 115-246; J. Moy, RFC 2178, OSPF Version 2, THE
INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1993), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2178; The Internet Soc'y, RFC
4271, A Border Gateway Protocol 4 (BGP-4), THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (Y. Rekhter,
T. Li & S. Hares eds., 2006), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4271.
87. The two computers involved establish TCP connections by exchanging a series of
packets over the connectionless Internet protocol-the network itself need not be involved. See
RFC 793, supra note 15 ("TCP is a connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable protocol designed to
fit into a layered hierarchy of protocols . . . [it] assumes it can obtain a simple, potentially
unreliable datagram service from the lower level protocols.").
88. See COMER, supra note 14, at 4 ("[C]onnectionless service is extremely efficient. More
important, having connectionless packet delivery as the basis for all internet services makes the
TCP/IP protocols adaptable to a wide range of hardware.").
89. Nat'l Cable & Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545 U.S. 967, 991 (2005).
90. 47 U.S.C. § 153(50) (2011).
91. Id. § 153(24).
92. See, e.g., COMER, supra note 14, at 101 ("It is important to understand that except for
decrementing the time to live and recomputing the checksum, IP forwarding does not alter the
original datagram.").
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header called the Time-to-Live ("TTL").93 Each time the packet is
forwarded, the TTL number decreases by one; once the TTL reaches zero,
the packet is discarded.9 4 This TTL process allows for graceful failure in
the case of routing loops so packets are eventually discarded rather than
being forwarded in a circle forever.95  Further, in order to detect
transmission errors, the IP includes a checksum field whose value depends
mathematically on the value of the TTL field. Consequently, the value of
the checksum also changes each time the packet is forwarded.9 6 Under the
Commission's Computer III rules, however, changes in the packet header
do not alter the fundamental character of a service if those changes occur in
connection with the operation of the network.9 7  Again, and for the same
reason, such changes in the packet header are explicitly excluded from the
statutory definition of "information services."9 Correctly forwarding user
packets is the sine qua non of packet-switched networks.
The IP also provides for a process called fragmentation, whereby large
packets are broken up into smaller ones for transport.99 Fragmentation may
be necessary when intermediate networks are incapable of processing full
IP packets, which exceed the maximum transmission length for packets on
the local network. Fragmentation results in slight changes to the form of
the user information as received. While the content remains bit-for-bit
identical, it is now split into two or more packet fragments and reassembled
at its destination.100  Fragmentation, however, does not accomplish
anything beyond facilitating transmission of the associated IP packets.
Rather, it is performed at the initiative of networks that are incapable of
transmitting these larger packets directly,101 and the goal is the reassembly
of the original IP packet back into the exact form in which it was
93. RFC 791, supra note 10, § 3.1.
94. Id.
95. See COMER, supra note 14, at 82 ("[I]t guarantees that datagrams cannot travel around
an internet forever, even if routing tables become corrupt and routers forward datagrams in a
circle.").
96. See RFC 791, supra note 10, § 3.1 ("Since some header fields change (e.g., time to live),
this is recomputed and verified at each point that the internet header is processed.").
97. See Frame Relay Order, supra note 42, at 13,721 ("Regardless of changes made to the
frame header, the customer's data contained within the frame are not modified in any way as they
travel through the network and arrive intact. Moreover, changes to the header information such
as the location code are in some instances responsible for the carriage of the customer's data
through the network to the proper termination point and, hence, are part of a basic transmission
service.").
98. 47 U.S.C. § 153(24) (2011).
99. RFC 791, supra note 10, § 2.3.
100. Id
101. See id. ("Fragmentation of an internet datagram is necessary when it originates in a local
net that allows a large packet size and must traverse a local net that limits packets to a smaller
size."); see also COMER, supra note 14, at 78.
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transmitted.102  Thus, the purpose and effect of fragmentation is the
operation of a packet-switched network.
The IP also provides a Type of Service ("ToS") field for users and
networks to signal each other regarding the desired QoS treatment for
individual IP packets.'o3 Network operators are free to modify this field to
signal routers in their network regarding the desired QoS treatment of the
packet in question.104 The value in the packet as received differs from the
one sent as an artifact of this process. Again, however, the purpose of this
processing is network operation-specifically, allocating transmission
resources among different network users. os
Finally, the IP does provide a mechanism for the network to
communicate with users through the Internet Control Message Protocol
("ICMP").1 0 6 This protocol is responsible for informing users of network
events, such as the unreachability of specific hosts or networks and the
expiration of TTL counters. Some optional fields in the IP header, which
are rarely used, contain information with similar purposes.'0 7 The purposes
of all such fields relate to the operation of the network.'0o
The details about how the IP works describe exactly the type of
protocol processing Computer III Phase II and subsequent decisions found
constitute basic services.109 The differences between the Internet and other
packet-switched technologies like frame relay-primarily that the Internet
is connectionless, globally addressable, and agnostic as to the underlying
physical transport-are not relevant under the rules of the Computer
102. RFC 791, supra note 10, § 2.3; COMER, supra note 14, at 78-81.
103. See RFC 791, supra note 10, § 3.1 ("The Type of Service provides an indication of the
abstract parameters of the quality of service desired.").
104. See Nichols et al., Definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4
and IPv6 Headers, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE § 3 (1998), https://tools.ietf org/html/
rfc2474#section-3 ("The presumption is that DS domains protect themselves by deploying re-
marking boundary nodes.. . . Validating the value of the DS field at DS boundaries is sensible in
any case since an upstream note can easily set it to any arbitrary value.").
105. See, e.g., Blake et al., supra note 43 ("Network resources are allocated to traffic streams
by service provisioning policies which govern how traffic ... is forwarded within that network.").
106. John Postel, RFC 792, Internet Control Message Protocol, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK
FORCE (1981), http://tools.ietf.org/htmUrfc792 ("The Internet Protocol is not designed to be
absolutely reliable. The purpose of these control messages is to provide feedback about problems
in the communication environment.").
107. For example, source specified routing is typically ignored because it creates security
problems. See, e.g., Source Address Spoofing, TECHNET, http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/cc723706.aspx (last visited Mar. 4, 2015).
108. Examples include discovering the largest size packet that can be sent without causing
fragmentation, requests to record the path the packet took through the network, requests to route
packets along a particular path, etc. See RFC 791, supra note 10, § 3.1; see also COMER, supra
note 14, at 83 ("[O]ptions are included primarily for network testing or debugging.").
109. See supra Part II.B.
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Inquiries or the 1996 Act because their purpose and effect of protocol
processing in the IP is still the operation of a packet-switched network
service.
B. The Internet Transmits User Data Unmodified
While both the original specifications and engineering literature state
that the IP transmits arbitrary user data unmodified, a real-world example
may be helpful. Consider the following IP packet, relayed through t irteen
different routers operated by Michigan State University and two different
ISPs. It was captured in two locations: once at the computer that sent it,
and again at the computer that received it. Figure I shows the two packet
snapshots as raw data overlaid on top of one another.0o Most of the
information has been received exactly as it was transmitted. Each area of
disparity (marked with boxes) is the result of protocol processing performed
by the network, as described in detail below.
Figure 1 - Representation of an IP packet in an Ethernet frame
Ethernet Header Time-To-Live (TTL) Error Check (CRC) DiffServ (QoS Marking)
0000 10 90 goS 1ti 0 ad18 65 St 34 4b 08 00 45 00 .%.)p...\?&A..E.
0010 0 6b 96 ab 00 00 go 11 1 Sc 23 ad b2 92 44 3c .k.... Q.f#...D<
0020 63 7f 4f cc 4f cc 00 57 38 lb 54 68 69 73 2e 69 c.O.O..WS.This i
0030 73 20 61 72 62 69 74 72 61 72 79 20 64 61 74 61 s arbitrary data
0040 3b 20 61 70 70 6c 69 63 61 74 69 6f 6e 73 20 64 ; applications d
0050 65 70 65 6e 64 20 6f 6e 20 69 74 20 6e 6f 74 20 epend on it not
0060 62 65 69 6e 67 20 61 6c 74 65 72 65 64 20 69 6e being altered in
0070 20 61 6e 79 20 77 61 79 2e any way.
Position Transmitted Data in Hexidecimal Form ASCII Text Representation
The first large area in Figure 1 is an 802.3 Ethernet header. The
Ethernet frames, which contained this IP packet, were not actually
transmitted to the ISP, but were merely the means by which the packets
were sent between the two user endpoints and their respective local routers.
Ethernet is extremely popular in this application for several reasons. From
IP's perspective, however, it is irrelevant that each end of a connection uses
I10. Ordinary characters indicate hat the data is bit-for-bit identical in both the "as sent" and
"as received" copies of the packet, while two characters printed over top of one another indicate a
difference between the two versions of the packet. The data shown was captured using the
Wireshark program, available at http://www.wireshark.org. For ease of reading, this binary data
is presented in the standard hexadecimal (base 16) format. The columns on the right are the
ASCII text representation of data in the center columns.
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the same local transport protocol because those local networks are not
themselves connected. IP packets are transmitted to the sender's ISP using
whatever protocols and technologies the sender's ISP chooses to
accomplish the transmission. The same thing happens when the packet is
sent to the receiving party by the receiving party's ISP. The packet is sent
in the IP format and is received in the IP format; no protocol conversion
takes place.
The next difference is the ToS field."' Network operators may change
this field as a packet enters an organization's network to indicate how the
QoS for that packet should be handled within that network, as described in
Part III.A above.1 12 Another difference is the TTL field, which decreased
by one with each router that forwarded the packet, again as described in
Part III.A. above. The last difference is the checksum used for.detecting
transmission errors in the IP header, which differs because the TTL field is
used in its calculation.'"3 The rest of the data is bit-for-bit identical to what
was transmitted.
The transparency of network protocols-that they transmit user-
specified data without modification-is a central feature of their design,
and the manifestation of a layer-driven design philosophy nearly as old as
packet-switched networking itself.1 4  The Internet's transparency in
transmitting user data allows a wide variety of applications to be designed
and implemented without the network even being aware of their existence,
and innovation without coordination with, or permission from, the network
provider."15 In fact, without this widely used transparency, encrypted
application protocols would not be possible."6
Conversely, opacity in network protocols-transmission with
modification-would impede the development of new network protocols
and new applications. If protocols modified the content or format of user
data, applications using them must be aware of these changes and
specifically account for them. User applications would also need to be
111. Blake et al., supra note 43.
112. See supra note 104 and accompanying text.
113. See supra note 96 and accompanying text.
114. H. Zimmermann, OSI Reference Model-The ISO Model of Architecture for Open
Systems Interconnection, 28 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMC'NS 425-32 (1980).
115. Mark A Lemly & Lawrence Lessig, The End of End-to-End: Preserving the
Architecture of the Internet in the Broadband Era, 48 UCLA L. REv. 925, 930 (2001).
116. For example, HTTPS and IPsec protocols make it essentially impossible for the network
to even understand user data, and any modification of that data would render the message
unreadable. E. Rescorla, RFC 2818, HTTP over TLS, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE
(2000), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2818; S. Kent & R. Atkinson, RFC 2401, Security
Architecture for the Internet Protocol, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1998),
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2401.
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redesigned whenever a new technology altered the data differently. New
network protocols (e.g., Multiprotocol Label Switching"' 7) could not be
implemented without breaking applications, and applications would require
constant maintenance to account for changes to the network. Fortunately,
the Internet does not work this way.
C. Intercepting Proxy Caches and Content Delivery Networks
While the default operation of the IP is to transmit user data
unmodified to the specified destination, there is one exception that must be
addressed: intercepting HTTP proxy caches."' Unlike television and radio,
where many users simultaneously receive a single broadcast signal, the
Internet is principally a unicast medium."9 This means that each time a
user accesses content, a separate copy of that information is transmitted
across the network from the content provider's server. As Internet use
exploded in popularity in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the inefficiencies
of this structure became a major concern.'20  Both ISPs and content
providers have an incentive to reduce this inefficiency by storing copies of
frequently accessed data close to end users; that way fewer network
resources are wasted with redundant retransmissions, particularly on
expensive long-distance routes.'2'
One strategy that early ISPs used to address the inefficiencies
associated with the Internet's unicast modality was to use HTTP proxy
cache servers, which work as follows: Rather than a user's browser making
a request for resources directly from content provider's central web server,
the request is instead sent to a local proxy server.122 If the local server
already has a cached copy of the information-for example, because the
117. E. Rosen et al., RFC 3031, Multiprotocol Label Switching Architecture, THE
INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (2001), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3O31; FARREL, supra note
53, at 385-489.
118. See I. Cooper et al., RFC 3040, Internet Web Replication and Caching Taxonomy § 2.5
(2001) [hereinafter RFC 3040], https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc304O ("Interception proxies receive
inbound traffic flows through the process of traffic redirection.").
119. See, e.g., Sylvia Ratnasamy et al., Revisiting IP Multicast, 36 SIGCOMM COMPUT.
COMMUN. REV. 15 (2006) (explaining that IP Multicast has existed since 1990, but has not seen
widespread deployment on public networks).
120. Mukaddim Pathan et al., Content Delivery Networks: State of the Art, Insights, and
Imperatives, in CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS 3-5 (2008).
121. Id. at 8; see also Bertrand et al., RFC 6770, Use Cases for Content Delivery Network
Interconnection, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE § 1.3 (2012), https://tools.ietf.org/html/
rfc6770 ("Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are used to deliver content because they can [1]
improve the experience for the End User . . . [2] reduce the network operator's costs (reduced
bandwidth usage) for cacheable content, [and 3] reduce the Content Service Provider's (CSP)
internal infrastructure costs.").
122. See, e.g., Squid: Optimising Web Delivery, SQUID-CACHE.ORG, http://www.squid-
cache.org (the SQUID proxy server).
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same request was recently made by another user-then the server sends the
user its own local copy, rather than using backbone resources to repeatedly
download the same content. If the local server does not have a cached
copy, it passes the request hrough to the content provider's central server
and saves a local copy of the data for the next user that makes the request.
Initially, this strategy required users to explicitly configure the proxy
server in their browser1 23 and, therefore, the amount of bandwidth saved
depended on the number of users that did so. Network equipment
manufacturers, however, created features that allowed routers to detect
unencrypted packets intended for remote web servers and to redirect those
connections to local proxy servers.124 This way, all users had their HTTP
connections mediated by caching proxy servers. This configuration is
known as an intercepting proxy cache because the network intercepts
packets addressed to remote servers without the need to configure
clients. 12 However, this strategy has significant drawbacks. Intercepting
proxy servers must impersonate remote servers as closely as possible to
avoid a variety of technical problems that can otherwise arise from this
invisible and unrequested intermediation.12 6 There are other issues as well.
Does this caching violate the rights of content owners? Is a given user
authorized to access a piece of content? Which content will be cached?
The solution to these problems was to move caching out of the network
layer and into the application layer. Rather than relying on the network to
intercept and properly cache requests, applications contact nearby servers
directly.127  Systems using this method are known as Content Delivery
Networks ("CDNs"), which have been extremely successful and now
account for more than half of total Internet traffic by volume.128  The
Internet does not do anything special for CDNs-it only needs to provide
transparent routing of IP packets between the user's device and the CDN
123. See, e.g., Pathan, supra note 120, at 9 ("Users often configure their browsers to send
their Web request through these caches trather than sending directly to origin servers.").
124. See RFC 3040, supra note 118, § 2.5 ("Interception proxies receive inbound traffic
flows through the process of traffic redirection.").
125. See id. ("The use of interception proxies requires zero configuration of the user agent
which act as though communicating directly with an origin server.").
126. 1. Cooper & J. Dilley, RFC 3143, Known H1'P Proxy/Caching Problems, THE
INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (2001), http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3143; see also Duane Wessels,
Interception Proxying and Caching, WEB CACHING, ch. 5 (2001).
127. See, e.g., Stefan Saroiu et al., An Analysis of Internet Content Delivery Systems, 36
OPER. SYST. REV. 315-27 (2002).
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server.129 Apart from its volume and locality, CDN traffic is no different
from other kinds of network use.130 Therefore, operating a CDN requires
only network interconnection, not network integration. ISPs typically have
an incentive to interconnect with CDNs because they reduce consumption
of contestable network backbone resources and increase the average
bandwidth seen by users. On the other hand, this incentive may be
reversed when CDNs facilitate competition with an ISP's own vertically
integrated services.131
Both intercepting proxy caches and CDNs are at least arguably
information services under the 1996 Act because they allow users to
retrieve a locally stored copy of data.132 On the other hand, the proposition
that they are inexorably integrated is factually unsupportable. Intercepting
proxies are an optional network feature and only affect a portion of overall
Internet traffic. For example, they cannot be used when a user performs a
Google search because, by default, traffic to the search engine is encrypted
with the HTTPS protocol. The end user's device and Google's servers are
the only ones that can unscramble the information in this case, and the
network must transmit it transparently, bit-for-bit the same, for the protocol
to operate correctly. The same is true of using Facebook, browsing Yahoo,
saving files in Dropbox, or logging on to shop at Amazon.com-all are
encrypted. When streaming media from Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, or
YouTube, a CDN-not an intercepting proxy-is used. Online gaming
involves sending live gameplay data that cannot be cached, and may use an
application-specific protocol that is unknown to the network.
IV. The Information Service Classification Is Anachronistic
Given that the Internet is a packet-switched network, the Commission's
regulatory classification of Internet access as an information service was
puzzling. In the Wireline Broadband and related proceedings, the
Commission repeatedly stated that Internet service "always and necessarily
combines computer processing, information provision, and computer
interactivity with data transport, enabling end users to run a variety of
applications such as e-mail, and access web pages and newsgroups," and
that they are "inextricably intertwine[d] . . . such that the consumer always
129. See, e.g., Pathan et al., supra note 120, at 18 ("Akamai delivers static and dynamic
content over HTTP and HTTPS."). These are same protocols used by web servers and browsers.
130. Id.
131. See, e.g., Steve Shultze, Trying to Make Sense of the Comcast/Level 3 Dispute,
FREEDOM TO TINKER (Dec 2, 2010), http://www.freedom-to-tinker.com/blog/sjs/trying-make-
sense-comcast-level-3-dispute.
132. 47 U.S.C. § 153(24) (2011).
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uses them as a unitary service."l3 3 The Commission argues this is so
because end users "must have the capability to interact with information
stored on the facilities of the provider of the Wireline broadband Internet
access service"l34 to use the Web. This claim, at least applied to ISPs-as
opposed to their market predecessors, online services-is demonstrably
false, as shown above.
A. From Online Services to Internet Service Providers
Before Internet service providers emerged, there were online
services-companies like CompuServe, Prodigy, and America Online.13 1
These companies offered their users a variety of applications, some of
which they provided directly and some in coordination with third parties.36
They did so not through a generic, general-purpose packet switched
network like the Internet, but using proprietary systems and software
specific to each online service provider. These systems could be accessed
either through general-purpose terminal emulation software or through a
provider's proprietary front-end software.137
This structure is very different from the layers model on which the
Internet operates. In the case of online services, information processing
was inextricably intertwined with telecommunications in the sense that
telecommunications was necessary to operate the application. This
telecommunications component was not directly accessible by the user.
This meant, for example, that Prodigy users were able to trade stocks only
through PCFN, while CompuServe users could do so only through Quick &
Reilly, Spear & Rees, and E-Trade Securities'3 because making these
applications available required permission from, and technical coordination
with, individual online service providers. In comparison, Internet users
today can use the applications provided by any one of the numerous
competitors in these markets without giving any thought to which
application may or not be available through their ISP.
This model-tying specific applications and content to access through
proprietary online systems-did not survive the emergence of the more
open Internet network architecture. 139 Collectively, no single online
133. Wireline Broadband Order, supra note 3, at 14,860.
134. Wireline Broadband NPRM, supra note 76, at 3031.
135. See ROSALIND RESNICK, EXPLORING THE WORLD OF ONLINE SERVICES 175-90 (1993)
(explaining that the "big five" services included Prodigy, CompuServe, Genie, America Online,
and Delphi).
136. Id. at 90.
137. Id at 24-31.
138. Id. at 215-16.
139. Rajiv M. Dewan et al., Internet Service Providers, Proprietary Content, and the Battle
for Users' Dollars, 41 COMM. ACM 43, 44 (1998).
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provider could attract the same scale of users and application services as
the Internet.14 0 Because of the cost and market structures of content and
application services, access to this larger market was preferable.41  These
online services still became the largest and most visible ISPs at the national
level because of their existing customer base.
While the transition from proprietary systems to open standards and
direct network connectivity using the Internet was decidedly complete by
the time the Commission's Broadband Internet orders were issued, this
change would have been less obvious at the time the relevant policies were
first formulated.142  However, it was this exact split between network
access and content-the network transparency-that allowed the existing
ILECs and Cable TV providers to leverage their network transmission
resources and take over the Internet access market so quickly once
broadband technology became available.14 3 All of the same services were
available on these new broadband networks because they used the same IP
service as the original dial-up networks, just at a much higher speed.
B. The Information Services Classification and Overlay Networks
In addition to their history as online services, the Commission had
another reason to classify early Internet Service Providers as providing
information services. The Commission first dealt with the classification
issue in 1998, when it was considering whether or not ISPs should be
subject to Universal Service Fund requirements.144  At that time, the
Internet was provided largely as an overlay network using the PSTN for the
underlying transport,14 5 and USF fees already applied to those PSTN
connections. To the extent that ISPs provided additional value other than
as resellers of telecommunications, it was in: (1) the protocol conversion
between the circuit-switched PSTN and the packet-switched IP; and (2) the
application services (e.g., email, newsgroups, web hosting) that were
typically bundled with a subscription to a dial-up ISP service. Applying
USF fees to ISP subscriptions would have amounted to applying
140. See id. ("Although each of the local access providers has only a few thousand customers on
average, they collectively have a much larger market share than national providers such as AOL.").
141. Id.
142. See id. ("While these firms initially offered these services bundled with proprietary
access methods, most are moving to the Internet and focusing on content alone."); Federal-State
Joint Board on Universal Service, Report to Congress, 13 FCC Rcd. 11,830, 1998 WL 166178
(1998) [hereinafter USF Report to Congress]. Note that these observations were being made in
1998-the same year that the FCC made the initial information services classification in the USF
Report to Congress, and AOL was still the most visible provider nationally.
143. Dewan et al., supra note 139.
144. USF Report to Congress, supra note 142.
145. Clark et al., supra note 17, at 110.
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telecommunications taxes to information services and double-taxation of
the underlying telecommunications.146  Avoiding this result was a big part
of the Commission's rationale for the Information Service classification.14 7
This same reasoning, however, does not apply to today's broadband
ISPs. The Internet has been so successful that it has largely replaced the
PSTN, and "what was an overlay application has now become basic
infrastructure."l4 8  ISPs are no longer providing a protocol conversion
service to more efficiently use a preexisting telecommunications network.14 9
Instead, they provide an IP network service directly. The Commission
contemplated this possibility in the 1998 USF Report to Congress and
recognized it as a potential issue, but did not address it at that time.so
C. DNS and Bundled Application Services
Once a person was connected to the Internet instead of an online
service, application services like email and newsgroups did not need to be
provided by that person's ISP-any third party could provide them.
However, existing technology and market norms in the early Internet meant
these services were still typically sold in bundles.5' Today, a majority of
users use web-based email services rather than the email services offered
by their ISPs.152  As the technology developed by those third parties
continued to improve, use of the application services traditionally bundled
by ISPs rapidly declined. Millions of people now use third party blogging
services, and Comcast has stopped offering personal web-hosting to new
146. Id; see also USF Report to Congress, supra note 142, at * 17.
147. Crawford, supra note 71, at 899.
148. Clark et al., supra note 17, at 110.
149. See Inquiry Concerning High-Speed Access to the Internet over Cable and Other
Facilities, Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 17 FCC Rcd. 4798, 4822
(2002) ("Cable modem service is not itself and does not include an offering of
telecommunications service to subscribers.").
150. See USF Report to Congress, supra note 142, at *6 ("In those cases where an Internet
service provider owns transmission facilities, ... [w]e believe it is appropriate to reexamine that
result, as one could argue that in such a case the Internet service provider is furnishing raw
transmission capacity to itself").
151. The Internet standard Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and Post Office Protocol
(POP) both use TCP as the underlying transmission mechanism, which allows mail to be
exchanged with any Internet connected device. See, e.g., Jonathan B. Postel, RFC 821, Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE, app. A (1982)
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc821 ("The SMTP transmission channel is a TCP connection."); M
Rose, RFC 1081, Post Office Protocol - Version 3, THE INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1988)
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfcl081 ("When a client host wishes to make use of the service, it
establishes a TCP connection with the server host.").
152. "Cloud computing" takes hold as sixty-nine percent of all Internet users have either
stored data online or used a web-based software application. John Horrigan, Use of Cloud
Computing Applications and Services, PEW RESEARCH CTR. (Sept. 12, 2008), http://www.pew
internet.org/Reports/2008/Use-of-Cloud-Computing-Applications-and-Services.aspx?r-1l.
users.153 Many broadband ISPs have discontinued their Usenet newsgroups
service entirely.15 4  It is simply not possible to reconcile these market
realities with the characterization of these services as "inexorably
integrated."
Less obviously incorrect is the Commission's reference to the Domain
Name System ("DNS") as involving the type of processing and interaction
with stored data that constitute an information service.155  It is true that
DNS responds to user queries and provides information necessary to
translate host names (e.g., www.fcc.gov) into the IP addresses used by the
IP. 15 Two compelling reasons, however, demonstrate that DNS does not
transform Internet access into an information service.
First, DNS is not built into the packet-switching architecture of the
Internet; it is an application that, like other applications, merely uses the
connectivity provided by the IP to support other applications.57  For this
reason, DNS can technically be provided by any third party.'8 Until
recently, in fact, the default behavior of most DNS servers was to answer
queries from any Internet host. Users could configure their computers to
use any one of more than a million servers for free.15 9 For the same reason,
the Internet still operates as a packet-switched network even without DNS,
which is easily demonstrated by using an IP address rather than a domain
name in the host portion of a URL.160
153. See About, TUMBLR, https://www.tumblr.com/about (last visited Mar. 31, 2015)
(showing that the site hosts 229 million blogs); see also Customize Your Personal Website,
COMCAST, http://customer.comcast.com/help-and-support/internet/customize-your-website-or-
personal-web-page/ (last visited Mar. 21, 2015) ("The Comcast Personal Web Pages (PWP)
feature is no longer available to customers who have not previously activated this feature.").
154. See, e.g., Cade Metz, AT&T Jettisons the Last of its Usenet, THE REGISTER (June 9,
2009), http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/06/09/att-killsusenet; Verizon Newsgroup Service Has
Been Discontinued, VERIZON, http://www.verizon.com/ResidentialHelp/HighSpeed/General+Sup
port/Top+Questions/QuestionsOne/125159.htm (last visited Mar. 4, 2015).
155. Wireline Broadband Order, supra note 3, at 14,864.
156. See, e.g., P. Mockapetris, RFC 1034, Domain Names-Concepts and Facilities, THE
INTERNET ENG'G TASK FORCE (1987), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1034.
157. See, e.g., FARREL, supra note 53, at 582 ("DNS requests and responses generally use
UDP datagrams.").
158. For example, Google Public DNS is transmitted using the UDP protocol, which, in turn,
uses the IP protocol. Public DNS, GOOGLE DEVELOPERS, https://developers.google.com/speed/
public-dns/ (last visited Mar. 31, 2015).
159. The Continuing Denial of Service Threat Posed by DNS Recursion, U.S. COMPUTER
EMERGENCY READINESS TEAM (2006), available at https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/
publications/DNS-recursionO33006.pdf.
160. For example, the URL, http://192.104.54.5/, may be used to access the FCC website.
The use of hostnames is not technically required from the network's perspective, though many
applications (including HTTP/1. 1) depend on the user obtaining DNS service from someone.
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Second, the purpose of DNS is to identify a named Internet-connected
party. Thus, even if DNS were not functionally separated from the
network, it would still be an information service that was incidental to the
operation of a telecommunications service. Allowing bundled DNS to
make Internet access an information service would be very closely
analogous to allowing a telecommunications provider of POTS services to
escape regulation because they bundled a telephone book.
D. Judicial Reclassification Remained a Possibility
The conventional wisdom is that the Supreme Court in Brand X
validated the Commission's decision to classify the Internet as an
information service.161 The Court itself phrases the question as whether
broadband Internet service providers (in general) provide a
telecommunications service.162  The Court's discussion on functional
integration and discrete offerings,163 however, only makes sense in the
context of the actual commercial dispute over unbundled access to last-mile
cable modem facilities.
Earthlink and Brand X Internet Services wanted to, as third-party ISPs,
use the last mile connection provided by cable modems to offer their own
Internet service. 164 This required the cable modem infrastructure used to
provide Internet access, itself, to be a telecommunications service. 165If
that were the case, then statutory interconnection and non-discrimination
requirements would apply,166 giving third-party ISPs the "open access"
they desired. On the other hand, a finding that Internet access was a
telecommunications service would not have had the same result. While
interconnection with the cable ISP's Internet service would have allowed
Brand X to communicate with that ISPs' customers, those customers would
have already been receiving Internet access from the cable ISP, and,
therefore would have had no reason to purchase Brand X's duplicative
services. Further, such an interconnection for the delivery of information
services would have been pointless; third-party ISPs already had the ability
to communicate with a cable ISP's customers through Internet backbone
161. See generally Nat'1 Cable & Telecomms. Ass'n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545 U.S.
967 (2005); see also Werbach, supra note 71, at 545; Rob Frieden, What Do Pizza Delivery and
Information Services Have in Common-Lessons from Recent Judicial and Regulatory Struggles
with Convergence, 32 RUTGERS COMP. & TECH. L.J. 247, 252 (2005).
162. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 973.
163. Id. at 989-92.
164. See Brief for Respondents Earthlink, Inc., Brand X, 545 U.S. 967, 2005 WL 435900,
*10 [hereinafter Brand X Brief] (arguing that the FCC should compel cable companies to sell
the "telecommunications component of cable modem service" to independent ISPs).
165. Werbach, supra note 71, at 544.
166. 47 U.S.C. §§ 201(a), 202 (2011); Brand X Brief, supra note 164, at *2-3, *10.
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links without the considerable expense of providing their own dedicated
transport. Finally, a finding that Internet access was a telecommunications
service would not have triggered the Telecommunications Act's
unbundling requirements, which are limited to incumbent providers of
telephone exchange service.6 1
After dispensing with the lower court's argument for more limited
Chevron deference,16 8 the Supreme Court evaluated the FCC's decision
using the two-step process under Chevron.'6 First, the court must
determine whether "Congress has spoken to the precise question at
issue."l70 After summarizing the Commission's interpretation, the Court
concluded that this interpretation passed Chevron's first step because
"'offering' can reasonably be read to mean a 'stand-alone' offering of
telecommunications, i.e., an offered service that, from the user's
perspective, transmits messages unadulterated by computer processing."'71
As the Court summarized, the FCC argued that the cable modem was
"used ... to access the World Wide Web, newsgroups, and so forth, rather
than 'transparently' to transmit and receive ordinary-language messages
without computer processing or storage of the message."72 That argument
is necessarily flawed because, as demonstrated above, accessing the World
Wide Web does involve the transparent transmission of information
directly between the end user's computer and the application provider.173
On the other hand, this argument makes sense if applied to the last-mile
cable modem component specifically. The cable modem link between the
end user's premises and the cable television wire center does not allow the
user to transmit information "between or among points specified by the
user," 74 but only between the two points connected by the physical
transmission medium connecting those two locations. From the user's
perspective, the cable modem component can only be used when integrated
into an interconnected network of transmission and switching equipment.
Thus, it was reasonable for the Commission to conclude that the cable
167. 47 U.S.C. § 251(h).
168. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 982 (internal citations omitted) ("The Court of Appeals declined to
apply Chevron because it thought the Commission's interpretation of the Communications Act
foreclosed by the conflicting construction of the Act it had adopted in Portland."); see also
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
169. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 986.
170. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842.
171. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 989.
172. Id. at 988.
173. See supra Part III.B.
174. 47 U.S.C. § 153(50) (2011).
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modem connection was not an offering of telecommunications, 17 just as
the copper loop used by the PSTN is not, itself, an offering of
telecommunications.176  In fact, the 1996 Act's separate mandates to
unbundle local network elements apart from interconnection and non-
discrimination requirements177 suggest that the FCC's interpretation, at
least in this context, is the most reasonable one.
If the service in question had been the packet-switched IP service used
by consumers to communicate with content and application providers,
Brand X would have come out differently. According to Justice Thomas's
opinion, "[t]he entire question is whether the products here are functionally
integrated (like the components of a car) or functionally separate (like pets
and leashes). That question turns not on the language of the Act, but on the
factual particulars of how Internet technology works and how it is
provided."78 The cable modem connection is functionally integrated with
a larger network of switches and routers because it is only used as a part of
this larger system. The Internet, on the other hand, is not functionally
integrated with an ISP's web servers because it is used separately to
facilitate communication between users and application providers. As
described in Part III, the Internet was specifically designed to be
functionally distinct from the content and services offered by those
connected to it.1 79
The information service classification for IP networks also fails the
second step of Chevron analysis. In Brand X, the Court dismissed the
claim that its decision would allow telephone carriers to escape regulation
by including bundled voice-mail "because a telephone company that
packages voice mail with telephone service offers a transparent
transmission path-telephone service-that transmits information
independent of the information-storage capabilities provided by voice
mail." 80 The Court reasoned that cable modem service was distinguishable
because it did not provide such transparent ransmission path; rather, end-
user access to websites was only possible due to information processing by
the ISP, using DNS as an example. '8 As demonstrated in section III.B, the
only reason that this characterization was factually accurate in Brand X is
175. Inquiry Concerning High-Speed Access to the Internet over Cable and Other Facilities,
Declaratory Ruling and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 17 FCC Rcd. 4798,4823-24 (2002).
176. See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 990 ("Likewise, a telephone company 'offers' consumers a
transparent transmission path . . . [not] other physical elements of the facilities used to provide
telephone service, like the trunks and switches, or the copper in the wires.").
177. 47 U.S.C. § 251.
178. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 991 (emphasis added).
179. See supra note 95 and accompanying text.
180. BrandX, 545 U.S. at 998.
181. Id. at 1000.
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because the case concerned a cable modem connection only, and not a
completed IP service.
V. Conclusion
Almost two decades have passed since the open standards and
universally interconnected packet-switched IP network has replaced the
"walled garden" systems of online service provides, and over a decade
since the Internet moved from using the PSTN to its own special-purpose
network facilities. The Commission's recent decision to reclassify Internet
access as a telecommunications service is a welcome development, only
because this result seems is consistent with the requirements of the 1996
Act and the way that IP networks work. This is not to suggest that no
policy rationales would justify exempting ISPs from some of the
substantive requirements of Title II. In fact, Congress anticipated exactly
these issues would arise when it granted the Commission authority to
forbear from applying the provisions of Title 11.182 The Commission then
used that authority extensively while making this reclassification. 183
The reclassification will also allow the Commission to move forward in
a way that takes into account the way that IP networks and the economic
relationships surrounding them are structured. The issues that the
Commission currently faces are classic telecommunications issues-
interconnection, non-discrimination, and potential abuse of market power
to favor vertically integrated lines of business. The reclassification of
Internet access as a telecommunications service has the advantage of better
connecting future policy with the Commission's own historical precedent184
and the functionally layered structure of computer networks. 185
182. 47 U.S.C. § 160.
183. See Open Internet Order on Remand, supra note 4, at *3 ("Moreover, we concurrently
exercise the Commission's forbearance authority to forbear from application of 27 provisions of
Title II of the Communications Act, and over 700 Commission rules and regulations.").
184. See Speta, supra note 79, at 253 ("Moreover, the regulation of telegraphs and telephones
is most analogous to current interconnection disputes on the Internet."); see also Crawford, supra
note 71, at 875.
185. See, e.g., Kevin Werbach, A Layered Model for Internet Policy, I J. ON TELECOMM. &
HIGH TECH. L. 37 (2002); Richard S. Whitt, A Horizontal Leap Forward: Formulating a New
Communications Public Policy Framework Based on the Network Layers Model, 56 FED. COMM.
L.J. 587 (2004); Scott Jordan, A Layered Network Approach to Net Neutrality, 1 INT'L J. COMM.
427 (2007); Scott Jordan, Implications of Internet Architecture on Net Neutrality, 9 ACM
TRANSACTIONS ON INTERNET TECH. 5 (2009).
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